FaSRnet: a feature and semantics refinement network for human pose estimation
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Abstract: Due to factors such as motion blur, video out-of-focus, and occlusion, multi-frame human pose estimation is a challenging task. Exploiting temporal consistency between consecutive frames is an efficient approach for addressing this issue. Currently, most methods explore temporal consistency through refinements of the final heatmaps. The heatmaps contain the semantics information of key points, and can improve the detection quality to a certain extent. However, they are generated by features, and feature-level refinements are rarely considered. In this paper, we propose a human pose estimation framework with refinements at the feature and semantics levels. We align auxiliary features with the features of the current frame to reduce the loss caused by different feature distributions. An attention mechanism is then used to fuse auxiliary features with current features. In terms of semantics, we use the difference information between adjacent heatmaps as auxiliary features to refine the current heatmaps. The method is validated on the large-scale benchmark datasets PoseTrack2017 and PoseTrack2018, and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
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1 Introduction

Human pose estimation is a popular subject in computer vision studies, with the goal of detecting and marking the positions of human key points (e.g., head and wrists) in an image. It has numerous applications in diverse domains, such as video surveillance, autonomous driving, and motion analysis (Insafutdinov et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2019; Fang ZJ and López, 2020). Human pose estimation has been developed rapidly with the establishment of large datasets (Sapp and Taskar, 2013; Andriluka et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014) and deep learning (Wang M et al., 2012; Chu et al., 2017; Martinez et al., 2017; Yang X et al., 2017, 2018; Liu et al., 2019). However, existing high-accuracy methods (Weinzaepfel et al., 2013; Fang HS et al., 2017; Xiao et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2021) perform poorly when directly applied to video data. Many high-precision methods were designed based on static images; when applied to video data, they often struggle to achieve a satisfactory performance due to motion blur, defocus, and occlusion. The frames lose a lot of spatial information, leading to inaccurate detection results.

Due to the continuity of motion, multi-frame joint prediction is commonly used to improve output
accuracy. For example, some methods (Weinzaepfel et al., 2013; Pfister et al., 2015) use optical flow to capture the motion information in successive frames and combine it with graphic information for prediction. However, the essence of optical flow is to calculate the motion of pixels in the image. When the background changes rapidly, the effect is poor, and the calculation is time-consuming. Other methods (Luo et al., 2018) use long and short-term memory (LSTM) networks for pose estimation, but their training and inference require high hardware configuration, which limits their applicability. Tracking-based methods can locate the same human body in adjacent frames, but they require feature extraction, similarity calculation, and data association modules, which increase the computation and running time of the overall network. Besides, pose tracking is susceptible to occlusion and motion blur, which will significantly affect the accuracy of the outputs. Heatmaps, as the final output of general pose estimation networks, effectively represent the spatial distribution of key points while preserving their semantics information. Recent methods (Bertasius et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021) use image-based human pose estimation networks as backbones and directly associate temporal information at the semantics level, achieving improved results.

However, there are still some issues. For instance, in cases of rapid movement or deformation, the positions of key points may undergo significant changes. In such scenarios, the semantics information alone may not accurately estimate the pose. The quality of heatmaps is influenced by corresponding features, and directly aggregating heatmaps at the semantics level yields unsatisfactory results (Fig. 1b). Therefore, we argue that it is necessary to associate and fuse temporal information at the feature level to better address these problems.

Recent studies have found that multiple low-quality predictions can be fused to generate a high-quality prediction. This process is similar to video super-resolution (Wang XT et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2020). In this process, there is usually a frame alignment operation to align the auxiliary features with the reference features. In the video sequence, when the human body is moving, the spatial position of features containing important information in the auxiliary frame is often inconsistent with that of the current frame. When convolution is used to aggregate the same position information for multi-frame features, the contribution of the auxiliary frame to the current frame will be reduced. When the auxiliary frame is aligned with the reference frame, the position of the effective feature is closer to that of the current frame, so the aggregation can achieve better results.

Inspired by these methods, we propose a temporally consistent refinement architecture called the feature and semantics refinement network (FaSRNet). The backbone network is used to obtain feature and heatmap information from the previous frame, current frame, and next frame. In the feature refinement stage, the features of the previous and next frames are aligned with those of the current frame separately, resulting in aligned features. Next, the correlation coefficients between adjacent features are calculated using an attention mechanism, and weighted feature fusion is used to generate the feature-refined current feature, which is used to refine the heatmap of the current frame. The difference information between adjacent heatmaps can be used to refine the semantics features since these differences often reflect the positional motion information of key points in the video. In the semantics refinement stage, a subtraction is first conducted for the adjacent heatmaps, and motion change information is extracted. Then, the differential features are inputted, along with the aggregated adjacent heatmaps, into a
fusion refinement module based on deformable convolution, to generate the final result. Our method refines the results at the feature and semantics levels simultaneously, decreases the impact of features extracted by the backbone network, and simplifies the overall network structure, yielding better results (Fig. 1d). Results from experiments on the widely used large-scale benchmark datasets PoseTrack2017 and PoseTrack2018 demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We propose a feature and semantics refinement network (FaSRnet) for human pose estimation, which uses temporal information to refine the output at the semantics and feature levels, and is intuitive.
2. We design two components: feature refinement module (FRM) and semantics refinement module (SRM). FRM is used to effectively aggregate key point information in adjacent features; SRM uses difference information from adjacent heatmaps to refine the current heatmaps.
3. We have conducted extensive experiments on datasets PoseTrack2017 and PoseTrack2018 and achieved competitive results.

2 Related works

In this section, we briefly introduce two topics relevant to our work: video-based human pose estimation and semantics refinement.

2.1 Video-based human pose estimation

Video-based human pose estimation methods usually take advantage of temporal dependency among video frames (Pfister et al., 2015; Song et al., 2017; Girdhar et al., 2018; Shao et al., 2023). Methods based on optical flow estimate human posture by calculating optical flow between consecutive frames (Pfister et al., 2015). Pfister et al. (2015) used dense optical flow aligned heatmaps predictions from neighboring frames. Some approaches explore the structure of networks that exploit temporal information. Optical flow based methods are computationally expensive and time-consuming, and in some cases show performance degradation, such as occlusion and camera motion. Luo et al. (2018) built a recurrent architecture with LSTM to capture temporal geometric consistency and dependency among video frames for pose estimation. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) can memorize well the information of a single person. With LSTM it is difficult to extract features that can improve the support frame, and the method has high time complexity. Girdhar et al. (2018) extended a three-dimensional (3D) convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture to integrate temporal information from adjacent video frames. This allows the 3D model to propagate useful information from contiguous frames. Liu et al. (2022) proposed to strengthen the correlation between multiple time frames by maximizing mutual information to better estimate the human body posture. Dang et al. (2022a) used the temporal correlations between joints to propose a plug-and-play kinematic modeling module (KMM) based on a domain-cross attention mechanism. KMM explicitly models the temporal relationships among different joints across video frames.

2.2 Semantics refinement

Since the outputs of the human pose estimation network are heatmaps containing semantics information, some methods began using the corresponding semantics information to improve the accuracy of the results. Cao et al. (2021) calculated the similarity between the connection and corresponding limbs of two key points to judge whether the key points belong to the same person. The human skeleton is a natural graph structure. Jin et al. (2020) and Wang J et al. (2020) used graph convolution to capture the relationship between key points, and then refined the output at the semantics level. Dang et al. (2022b) captured semantics-level guidance information, assisting in locating corresponding features in the next frame. Bertasius et al. (2019) and Liu et al. (2021) refined the current frame using the difference in heatmaps between the auxiliary frames and the current frame. However, the features of consecutive frames also affect output accuracy, and it may not be enough to refine only the heatmaps. Our method refines the result not only at the semantics level but also at the feature level.

3 Methodology

Given three consecutive frames \( I_{t-1}, I_t \) and \( I_{t+1} \), where \( I_t \) is the current frame and the others are auxiliary
frames, the aim of the network is to estimate high-quality output pose $P_t$ in $I_t$, approximating the ground-truth pose $P_g$. The pipeline of our proposed FaSRnet is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Since generally there are multiple persons in the image, the image needs to be preprocessed. We use a human detector to detect the persons in $I_{t-1}$, $I_t$, and $I_{t+1}$. In some human detection results, some body parts (such as palms and feet) far from the center of the human body cannot be completely included in the detection frame, resulting in incorrect detection. To avoid this, while remaining consistent with the previous approach, we do the following: we use the bounding box obtained from $I_t$ to localize the same person in consecutive frames, and the bounding box is enlarged by 25%. Therefore, the human body in the image can be fully selected and multi-person pose estimation is transformed into single-person pose estimation.

The cropped video clips are fed into the backbone network to generate rough features $F_{t-1}$, $F_t$, and $F_{t+1}$ and heatmaps $H_{t-1}$, $H_t$, and $H_{t+1}$. In the feature refinement stage, the generated features are fed into the feature alignment module to align the auxiliary frame features with the current frame feature. Then, the current feature and auxiliary features are fused in the attention fusion module to generate the refined current feature $F_c$. The heatmaps $H_c$ refined at the feature level are generated by $1 \times 1$ convolution. During the semantics refinement phase, the module aggregates the difference between the refined heatmaps and the auxiliary heatmaps, and uses them as additional information to calibrate the heatmaps. Finally, the network outputs the final refined heatmaps. Next, we will introduce each module in turn.

### 3.1 Feature refinement module

#### 3.1.1 Alignment with multiple receptive fields and deformable convolution

The motivations behind the design of our feature alignment module are as follows: the distributions of positions of valid features in adjacent frames differ due to human motion. As time goes by, the position of the human body in the image will change, and the poses of the persons will have a certain deformation. Generally, features with a large range of motion require a deeper network for extraction. However, feature fusion from multiple layers loses the details of features extracted by shallow layers. A shallower network

---

**Fig. 2** The overall pipeline of our method. After the captured video sequence is inputted, the purpose is to identify the position of the human body in the current frame $I_t$. At the feature level, auxiliary features are aligned with current features and then fused with them through an attention mechanism. Finally, the heatmaps are generated by $1 \times 1$ convolution. At the semantics level, the current heatmaps are refined using the difference information between the heatmaps as auxiliary features.
is used to align an object whose position changes in different frames to the same position, so that the object features can be in the same position.

Inspired by video super-resolution (Wang XT et al., 2019; Tian et al., 2020), we design a feature-level multi-receptive field feature alignment module, which uses a deformable convolution network (DCN) (Zhu et al., 2019) with different dilation rates to perform feature alignment at multiple scales. DCN has multiple inputs: input feature, offset feature, and mask feature.

The model structure is shown in Fig. 3. The yellow arrows indicate the calculated offset and mask features, which are generated by concatenating the current feature and auxiliary features. The blue arrows indicate the features to be aligned, and the input is auxiliary features. The final output of the module is the auxiliary features aligned with the key features. During feature alignment, this module repeatedly aligns auxiliary features with key features in different receptive fields to reduce the difference caused by feature distribution (the blue path in Fig. 3). We connect auxiliary feature $F_{r_i}$ and key feature $F_r$, and feed them into the convolutional layer to generate the base offset/mask feature $O'_t/M'_t$ with the same number of channels as the input features. Formally, the feature $O'_t/M'_t$ is computed as

$$F_i \oplus F_{r_i} \xrightarrow{3 \times 3 \text{ CNN}} O'_t/M'_t. \quad (1)$$

In the first branch, $F_{r_i}$’s are connected with $O'_0/M'_0$ and sent to the convolutional layer to generate the offset/mask feature $O'_t/M'_t$ of this branch. Then, DCN with a dilation rate of 5 accepts features $F_{r_i}$, $O'_t$, and $M'_t$ to generate feature $F_t$ aligned under a large receptive field. The whole process can be expressed as

$$F_{i+1} \oplus O'_t/M'_t \xrightarrow{3 \times 3 \text{ CNN}} O'_t/M'_t, \quad (2)$$

$$(F_{i+1}, O'_t, M'_t) \xrightarrow{\text{dilation rate} = 5 \text{ DCN}} F'_t. \quad (3)$$

In branches 2 and 3, this module concatenates the generated alignment feature $F_{u-1}$ with feature $F_{r_i}$ and convolves to generate the aligned offset/mask feature $O'_t/M'_t$. Then features $F_{r_i}$, $O'_t$, and $M'_t$ are fed into the DCN to generate aligned features. The whole process can be expressed as

$$F_{u-1} \oplus O'_t/M'_t \xrightarrow{3 \times 3 \text{ CNN}} O'_t/M'_t, \quad (4)$$

$$(F_{i+1}, O'_t, M'_t) \xrightarrow{\text{dilation rate} = d \text{ DCN}} F'_u. \quad (5)$$

where $n$ stands for the branch number and $d$ stands for the dilation rate, $d \in \{3, 1\}$. Finally, the module connects $F_t$ and feature $F_r$, and convolves them to obtain $O'_t/M'_t$. We feed $F_r$, $O'_t$, and $M'_t$ to the DCN with a dilation rate of 1 and obtain the final aligned feature $F_{u+1}$. The whole process can be expressed as

$$F_i \oplus F_i \xrightarrow{3 \times 3 \text{ CNN}} O'_t/M'_t, \quad (6)$$

$$(F_{i+1}, O'_t, M'_t) \xrightarrow{\text{dilation rate} = 1 \text{ DCN}} F'_u \xrightarrow{\text{dilation rate} = 1 \text{ DCN}} F'_{u+1} \xrightarrow{\text{dilation rate} = 1 \text{ DCN}} F_{u+1}. \quad (7)$$

The general deformable convolution has a dilation rate of 1. Although it has a learnable offset, its receptive field is not sufficient for feature fusion. The general method uses a pyramid structure (Wang XT et al., 2019), performs multiple downsampling and then upsampling, and fuses the current feature with the upsampled feature each time. The features extracted by the backbone network are generated after multi-scale fusion. After feature downsampling, subsequent upsampling is generally done by bilinear sampling, resulting in a loss of the generated features compared to the original ones.

We use multiple deformable convolutions with different dilation rates in parallel to achieve feature alignment, avoiding feature loss caused by downsampling. The small dilation rate aggregates the local subtle features, the large dilation rate
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*Fig. 3 The feature alignment module, taking the alignment of the previous feature and the current feature as an example (References to color refer to the online version of this figure)*
aggregates the overall feature information, and receptive fields of different sizes extract the multi-scale feature information. In the last branch, the module finally connects feature $F^i_t$ with key feature $F^i_r$, which strengthens the connection between aligned features and key features and provides enough gradients for network training.

3.1.2 Fusion with spatial attention

For various reasons, such as motion blur, occlusion, and perspective transformation, there is no guarantee that auxiliary features can help improve the current features. If wrong auxiliary features are fused, the quality of the current features and output accuracy will be reduced. Therefore, it is necessary to judge whether auxiliary features can help improve the refinement. Specifically, the above problem is caused by the inconsistent distribution of effective information in consecutive features.

To reduce the impact of the above problems, we design an attention fusion module to fuse features of auxiliary frames. The structure of this module is shown in Fig. 2. Auxiliary features that are similar to current features should be given higher weights to increase their attention. Therefore, we first compute the similarity coefficients between the current feature and auxiliary features. Our attention calculation method is based on Wang XL et al. (2018)’s method. The similarity weight can be calculated as follows:

$$(f_{t0}(F_{t+1}))^T \cdot f_{t0}(F_t) \xrightarrow{\text{Sigmoid}} S(F_{t+1}, F_t), \quad (8)$$

where $F_{t+1}$ and $F_t$ represent the auxiliary feature and key feature, respectively. $f_{t0}(F_{t+1})$ and $f_{t0}(F_t)$ are two embedded features, which can be obtained by conventional convolution. The sigmoid function restricts the similarity coefficients to $[0, 1]$. Specifically, $S(F_{t+1}, F_t)$ has the same size as $F_{t+1}$.

Then, the calculated similarity coefficients $S(F_{t+1}, F_t)$ are used to weight the auxiliary features $F_{t+1}$. The specific operation is shown in the following formula:

$$F_{t+1} \odot S(F_{t+1}, F_t) \xrightarrow{\text{CNN}} F'_{t+1}, \quad (9)$$

where $\odot$ is the element-wise multiplication. Finally, the aligned auxiliary features $F_{t+1}$, $F_{t+1}$ and current feature $F_t$ are concatenated and inputted into the convolutional layer for fusion to generate the fused current feature $F^\text{final}_t$. $F^\text{final}_t$ is inputted to the $1 \times 1$ convolutional layer to generate the refined heatmaps $H'_t$.

The operation is shown in the following formula:

$$F'_{t+1} \odot F^\text{final}_t \xrightarrow{\text{CNN}} F^\text{final}_t \xrightarrow{\text{CNN}} H'_t. \quad (10)$$

This module computes the similarity coefficients between the current feature and aligned auxiliary features by spatial attention. The ability to perceive the effective information of the auxiliary features after alignment is enhanced, and the quality of the current feature after fusion is improved.

3.2 Semantics refinement module

The motivation for designing the semantics refinement module is as follows: the adjacent rough heatmaps contain obvious human body key point position information, the difference between adjacent heatmaps reflects the amount of human motion within two frames, and the difference information can effectively supplement the key point positioning error in the current frame due to motion blur and other reasons. At the same time, refining the prediction results at the feature level alone has limited effect.

The current method uses mostly parallel multi-expansion rate deformable convolution at the semantics level, which requires a large memory space during training. It merges multi-branch features using average weighted summation, which does not make good use of the revised heatmaps at multiple expansion rates. Our experiments showed that multi-branch features lead to limited improvement in network refinement performance (see Section 4.4 for details). We design the following semantics refinement module, which reduces the resources required for training while preserving performance. Ablation experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of our module design. The structure of this module is as shown in Fig. 2.

Specifically, we use the refined heatmaps $H'_t$ to subtract the auxiliary heatmaps $[H_{t-1}, H_{t+1}]$ and input the results into a $3 \times 3$ convolutional block (Cai et al., 2020) to generate difference information $D_{t-1}$ and $D_{t+1}$. This module connects features $H'_t$, $D_{t-1}$, and $D_{t+1}$, and then inputs the $3 \times 3$ convolutional block to generate the aggregated differential information $D_t$.
\[ H'_t - H_{r,1} \frac{3 \times 3}{\text{CNN}} D_{l,r,1}, \]  
\[ H'_t - H_{r,1} \frac{3 \times 3}{\text{CNN}} D_{l,r,1}, \]  
\[ D_{l,r,1} \oplus H'_t \oplus D_{l,r,1} \frac{3 \times 3}{\text{CNN}} D_s. \]  

At the same time, \( H_{r,1}, H_{r,1}, \) and \( H'_t \) are connected, followed by a convolutional layer that outputs aggregated heatmap \( H_s \):

\[ H_{r,1} \oplus H'_t \oplus H_{r,1} \frac{3 \times 3}{\text{CNN}} H_s. \]  

After that, we connect \( H_s \) with \( D_s \), and feed them into the convolutional layer to generate an intermediate feature mask/offset \( O^s/M^s \):

\[ D_s \oplus H_s \frac{3 \times 3}{\text{CNN}} O^s/M^s. \]  

Finally, the aggregated heatmap \( H_s \), offset \( O^s \), and mask \( M^s \) are fed into deformable convolutions to generate semantics-level refined heatmap \( H_{r,1}^{\text{final}} \):

\[ (H_s, O^s, M^s) \frac{3 \times 3}{\text{CNN}} \text{dilation rate} = 1 \frac{3 \times 3}{\text{DCN}} H_{r,1}^{\text{final}}. \]  

Since the size of the valid information in each generated heatmap is about 10–15 pixels, only a small receptive field is required to implement semantics-level refinement. In this module, a deformable convolution with a kernel size of 3 and a dilation rate of 1 is used. The effectiveness of this module is examined in the experiments in Section 4.

### 3.3 Loss function

We compute the L2 distance between the predicted heatmaps and the ground-truth heatmaps as the loss function. The loss is applied to predict both levels using the same ground truth.

During the experiments, we found that the performance improvement of the network is limited only if the final outputs are used to calculate the loss. This is because the network refines the results at both feature and semantics levels. Computing the loss using only the output of the final layer means that only semantics-level refinement is supervised. There is no effective optimization object for feature correction, resulting in poor refinement results. The final loss is the sum of the two losses. The loss function is defined as

\[ L_1 = \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=1}^{J} V_j l_2 (H_{r,1}^j, \hat{H}_j), \]  
\[ L_2 = \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=1}^{J} V_j l_2 (H_s^j, \hat{H}_j), \]  
\[ \text{Loss} = aL_1 + (1-a)L_2, \]  

where \( H_{r,1}^j \) represents the heatmaps generated by \( 1 \times 1 \) convolution after feature-level refinement, \( H_s^j \) represents the heatmaps generated after semantics-level refinement, \( \hat{H}_j \) represents the ground-truth heatmaps, \( j \) is the key point number, \( V_j \) visualizes the key points in the label, and \( a \) is the weight coefficient of \( L_1 \), set to 0.4 in this method.

### 4 Experiments

#### 4.1 Experimental settings

PoseTrack contains two large-scale public datasets for human pose estimation and joint tracking in unconstrained videos. The PoseTrack2017 dataset (Iqbal et al., 2017) contains 514 video clips and 16,219 pose annotations; we used 250 clips for training, 50 clips for validation, and 214 clips for testing. The PoseTrack2018 dataset (Andriluka et al., 2018) has 1138 video clips; we used 593 for training, 170 for validation, and 375 for testing. Training videos were densely annotated within the central 30 frames of each video clip. For the validation video, annotations were provided every four frames for the entire video segment, in addition to the dense annotation of the central 30 frames. Both PoseTrack2017 and PoseTrack2018 annotate 15 joints, two-dimensional (2D) coordinates of human joint points in the image, and an additional label annotating joint visibility. We trained and evaluated only visible joints.

We trained the network independently on PoseTrack2017 and PoseTrack2018 using the same configuration. During training, we incorporated data augmentation, including random rotation \([-45^\circ, 45^\circ]\), random scaling \([0.65, 1.35]\), truncation, and a horizontal flip probability of 0.5. The input image size was fixed to 384\times288. The default radius \( D \) for generating Gaussian heatmaps was set to 2. Hyperparameter \( a \) was set to 0.4. We used HRNet-W48 pretrained on the COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014) as the backbone network and fixed its weights in subsequent training. All subsequent weight parameters were
randomly initialized from a Gaussian distribution with $\mu=0$ and $\sigma=0.001$, while the bias was always initialized to 0. The Adam optimizer was used during training. Its basic learning rate was le-4, which decayed to 1/10 at the 8th, 16th, 20th, and 25th generations. We used an Nvidia GeForce 3090 GPU to train our model for 30 epochs with a training batch size of 64 each.

Following the evaluation methods of Andriluka et al. (2018), we evaluated the performance of the human pose estimation network by computing the average precision (AP). This metric was calculated independently for each joint and finally divided by the number of joints to obtain the final mean AP (mAP).

4.2 Comparison with existing methods

We first show the evaluation results for the validation set and test set of the PoseTrack2017 dataset. The evaluation metric was AP. Table 1 shows the results of a quantitative comparison of our method with state-of-the-art methods (Doering et al., 2018; Girdhar et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Bertasius et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2019; Hwang et al., 2019; Jin et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021; Fang et al., 2023) on the PoseTrack2017 dataset. The comparison includes the AP of each keypoint and the mAP of all keypoints. Our method achieved an mAP of 83.0 on the validation set, outperforming state-of-the-art methods. In addition, Table 2 shows the comparison results on the test set (Doering et al., 2018; Girdhar et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Bertasius et al., 2019; Hwang et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019; Snower et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021). Fig. 4 shows the visualization results of our method on some challenging scenes in the PoseTrack2017 dataset.

Our model was also evaluated on the validation and test sets in the PoseTrack2018 dataset. Table 3 shows the results from a comparison of our method with state-of-the-art methods on the validation set, and Table 4 shows the results on the test set (Bertasius et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2019; Hwang et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2020; Fang et al., 2023). Fig. 5 shows the visualization results of our method on some challenging scenes in the PoseTrack2018 dataset.

Due to the algorithm platform and incomplete open source, it is difficult to directly compare the time cost of each model. We compared the number of model parameters and computation complexity to estimate the time cost. Table 5 presents the parameter number and computation complexity of our approach and those of the representative top competitors, such as HRNet (Sun et al., 2019), PoseWarper (Bertasius et al., 2019), and DCpose (Liu et al., 2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Quantitative results of our method and state-of-the-art methods on the PoseTrack2017 validation set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseTracker</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseFlow</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JointFlow</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimpleBaseline</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TML++</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FastPose</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEmbedding</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRNet</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDPN</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseWarper</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic-GNN</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCpose</td>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlphaPose</td>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bold font denotes the best result.
Table 2 Quantitative results of our method and state-of-the-art methods on the PoseTrack2017 test set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Shoulder</th>
<th>Elbow</th>
<th>Wrist</th>
<th>Hip</th>
<th>Knee</th>
<th>Ankle</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PoseTracker</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>50.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseFlow</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>64.9</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JointFlow</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>50.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimpleBaseline</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>65.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TML++</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRNet</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseWarper</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeyTrack</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCpose</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>84.8</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>79.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bold font denotes the best result.

Fig. 4 Visualization results of some challenging scenarios in the PoseTrack2017 dataset. Scenes include motion blur, occlusion, and multiple persons.

Table 3 Quantitative results of our method and state-of-the-art methods on the PoseTrack2018 validation set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Shoulder</th>
<th>Elbow</th>
<th>Wrist</th>
<th>Hip</th>
<th>Knee</th>
<th>Ankle</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TML++</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>73.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>74.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDPN</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>74.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRNet</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>84.3</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>77.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseWarper</td>
<td>2023</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>96.9</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>80.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bold font denotes the best result.

Table 4 Quantitative results of our method and state-of-the-art methods on the PoseTrack2018 test set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Head</th>
<th>Shoulder</th>
<th>Elbow</th>
<th>Wrist</th>
<th>Hip</th>
<th>Knee</th>
<th>Ankle</th>
<th>mAP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AlphaPose++</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TML++</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>67.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDPN</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseWarper</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>84.4</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DetTrack</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>67.1</td>
<td>73.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>84.2</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bold font denotes the best result.
Our method uses adjacent frame features and heatmaps as auxiliary information, refining the keyframe results at the feature and semantics levels simultaneously, resulting in more accurate outputs.

HRNet serves as the backbone network for DCpose, PoseWarper, and our method. Table 5 demonstrates that our method is similar to DCpose but better than PoseWarper in terms of the parameter number and giga floating-point operations per second (GFLOPs).

### 4.3 Visual comparison with existing methods

To visually demonstrate the performance of our method, the visualization results of our method were compared to those of existing methods under challenging scenarios in PoseTrack2017 and PoseTrack2018 (Fig. 6). The scenes were defocus, occlusions, nearby persons, and rapid motion. The results of our method were better than those of PoseWarper (Bertasius et al., 2019) and HRNet (Sun et al., 2019). HRNet is based on a single-frame image, and the performance is degraded when the image quality is poor. PoseWarper improves keyframe results only at the semantics level, without considering feature-level refinements. Our method uses adjacent frame features and heatmaps as auxiliary information, and refines the keyframe results at the feature and semantics levels simultaneously, resulting in more accurate outputs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Input size</th>
<th>Parameter number</th>
<th>GFLOPs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HRNet</td>
<td>3×384×288</td>
<td>6.36×10⁷</td>
<td>35.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PoseWarper</td>
<td>15×384×288</td>
<td>7.114×10⁷</td>
<td>438.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCpose</td>
<td>9×384×288</td>
<td>6.519×10⁷</td>
<td>117.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>9×384×288</td>
<td>6.523×10⁷</td>
<td>117.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4 Ablation study

To reduce the training time, we conducted ablation experiments on the smaller PoseTrack2017 dataset to verify the effectiveness of each module in our method. The modules for ablation include the feature alignment module, attention fusion module, and semantics refinement module. Our experimental results showed that the designed modules are effective in improving output accuracy.

**Feature-level refinements:** In this setting, we explored the impact of feature alignment on network performance. Three settings were adopted in the experiment: removing the feature alignment module, feature alignment with a pyramid structure, and feature alignment with multiple dilation rates.

Table 6 shows the following results: (1) When adding our feature-level refinement, mAP increased from 80.0330 to 82.4236. (2) The mAP was 82.2564 when with a pyramid structure. The results proved our idea that aligned auxiliary features can effectively improve the current features. The downsampling and upsampling structures in the pyramid structure will lose part of the feature information, resulting in inaccurate alignment and decreasing mAP. The parallel multi-dilation rate structure increased the receptive field of feature alignment, enabling the alignment module to adapt to the size of different features, thereby improving the efficiency of the alignment module.

**Attention fusion module:** In this ablation setting, we explored the effect of attention mechanism on feature fusion. We removed the attention mechanism in the fusion module and used only convolution for feature fusion.
performance was also explored in ablation the effect of different dilation rates on network, 

This result showed that refinements at the feature-level modules require a lot of memory. Therefore, adding parallel multi-dilation rate branches has little effect on network performance. However, parallel multi-dilation rate convolutions require a lot of memory in a graphics processing unit (GPU) during training, so in our network, deformable convolutions with a dilation rate of 1 were used for refinement.

Auxiliary frame effects: We also explored the impact of using a single auxiliary frame on the network. When a certain auxiliary frame was removed, the mAP decreased from 82.4236 to 82.1327, which indicates that the auxiliary features after feature alignment have a negative impact on the refinement. It is necessary to introduce an attention mechanism to reduce this negative effect.

Semantics-level refinement: In this ablation setting, we explored mainly the effects of semantics-level refinement and multiple receptive fields (Bertasius et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021) on the output. When the network added semantics-level refinement based on feature-level modules, its mAP increased from 82.4236 to 82.9680. This result showed that refinements at the semantics level can improve network performance. Since Liu et al. (2021) used a deformable convolution module with parallel multi-dilation rates for refinement, the effect of different dilation rates on network performance was also explored in ablation.

Table 7 shows that the mAP was 82.9440 with multi-dilation rates, and 82.9680 with a single dilation rate. Multi-dilation rates had little effect on semantics-level refinement. The subtle effects of multi-dilation rates on performance indicated that the effective information in the heatmaps was concentrated in local areas. When generating label heatmaps, their effective area was limited to about a dozen of pixels. Therefore, adding parallel multi-dilation rate branches has little effect on network performance. However, parallel multi-dilation rate convolutions require a lot of memory in a graphics processing unit (GPU) during training, so in our network, deformable convolutions with a dilation rate of 1 were used for refinement.

Auxiliary frame effects: We also explored the impact of using a single auxiliary frame on the network. When a certain auxiliary frame was removed,
The results indicated that feature-level correction results are worth using. The final output combines the two levels of refinement results and needs to be given larger weights, which is in line with our expectations.

Loss hyperparameter $\alpha$: We explored the effect of hyperparameter $\alpha$ in the loss function. The value of $\alpha$ ranged from 0 to 0.9 with a step of 0.1. The network performed the best when the value was 0.4 (Table 9). The results indicated that feature-level correction results are worth using. The final output combines the two levels of refinement results and needs to be given larger weights, which is in line with our expectations.

Table 9 Ablation study of the loss function hyperparameter on the PoseTrack2017 validation set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>Best mean AP</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>Best mean AP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>82.9188</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>82.9645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>82.9507</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>82.9601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>82.9445</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>82.9619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>82.9669</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>82.9518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>82.9997</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>82.9332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bold font denotes the best result.

Training stability: We verified the stability of the training of our method. We trained and tested 10 times on PoseTrack2017. The results indicated that our method has good training stability (Table 10).

5 Conclusions

We propose a video-based human pose estimation model. The method refines the current frame at feature and semantics levels. A multi-receptive field feature refinement module is designed to refine the predicted pose. Our semantics correction module uses the difference information between heatmaps to further refine the predicted pose. Our method has been validated on large-scale benchmark datasets PoseTrack2017 and PoseTrack2018, outperforming most existing methods. The image-based pose estimation method is used as a backbone to estimate multi-person poses in video, making it intuitive and easy to understand. However, our semantics correction module uses the heatmaps generated by the backbone network directly as auxiliary features. Subsequent work could explore the use of refined heatmaps to further improve the performance.
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